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SECTION A - MULTIPLE CHOICE

4%

1. Let X, Y and Z be three random variables. Knowing that Corr(X, Y ) = 1 and Corr(X, Z) = −1 , if X falls, what
can you tell about the direction of the change of Y and Z?
based on Quiz 1, A-3
A. Y will raise and Z will raise
B. Y will raise and Z will drop
C. Y will drop and Z will raise
D. Y will drop and Z will drop

4%

2. Consider a multiple linear regression model such as: y = β0 +β1 x1 +β2 x2 +. . .+βk xk +u. Under the Gauss-Markov
assumptions, what is the distribution of the error term u?
A. u ∼ N (0, 1)
B. u ∼ N (0, σ 2 )
C. u ∼ tdf , where df = n − k − 1
D. Gauss-Markov assumptions don’t restrict the distribution of the error term u

4%

3. Consider any multiple linear regression. It is known that under the Gauss-Markov assumptions, the OLS estimators are BLUE. What “B” refers to?
A.
B.
C.
D.

4%

That the OLS estimators have the smallest variance among the unbiased estimators
That E(β̂jOLS ) = βj for any β0 , β1 , β2 , . . . , βk
That the OLS estimators have the smallest variance among all possible estimators
That the OLS estimators are consistent

4. Assume that the Classical Linear Model (CLM) assumptions hold. What is the distribution of

β̂j − βj
se(β̂j )

?

based on Quiz 7, A-6

A.
B.
C.
D.
4%

tdf , where df = n − k − 1
F(q,n−k−1)
N (0, k 2 )
None of the above

5. The
is used to compare across models that have different numbers of explanatory variables but where
one is not a special case of the other (i.e., nonnested models).
A.
B.
C.
D.

R2
t test
Adjusted R2
F test
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2.5%

6. EXTRA POINTS Among the statements below, which one is NOT under the Classical Linear Model assumptions?
A. the error term u is normally distributed
B. the error term u is independent of the explanatory variables
C. the error term u has mean 0
D. the variance of the error term u is a function of the explanatory variables

2.5%

7. EXTRA POINTS Which of the following can cause the usual OLS t statistics to be invalid (that is, not to have
t distributions under the null hypothesis)?
A. Heteroskedasticity
B. Multicollinearity
C. Homoskedasticity
D. Exogenous variables

SECTION B - TRUE OR FALSE

3%

1. We say that an estimator is unbiased if it has the smallest variance among all other estimators. based on Quiz 2, B-4
True
False

3%

2. Let Y1 , Y2 , . . . , Yn be i.i.d. random variables with mean µ, and variance σ 2 . Consider the following estimator:
W = (Y1 + Y22 + Y2n )/2. Then, W is a biased estimator of µ.
based on Quiz 2, B-6
True
False

3%

3. Let Y1 , Y2 , . . . , Yn be i.i.d. random variables with mean µ. The Law of Large Numbers (LLN) states that Ȳ is a
consistent estimator of µ.
based on Quiz 2, B-3
True
False

3%

4. The following regression model: log(y) = β0 +β1 log(x1 )+u is also known as constant elasticity model. based on Quiz 4, B-4
True
False

3%

5. Consider the following models:
Model 1: y = β0 + β1 x1 + β2 x2 + u
Model 2: y = β0 + β1 x1 + β2 x2 + β3 x3 + u
Then, SSRmodel1 ≥ SSRmodel2 and SSTmodel1 = SSTmodel2 .
True

3%

based on Quiz 5, B-3

False

6. Exogenous explanatory variables is not a necessary assumption in order to the OLS estimator to be unbiased,
however the assumption E(u|x1 , . . . , xk ) = 0 is necessary.
True
False
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3%

7. Multicollinearity violates the Gauss-Markov assumptions, and therefore the OLS estimators are not BLUE.
True
False

3%

8. Given the t statistic, the p-value provides the largest significance level in order to reject the null hypothesis.
True
False

3%

9. Consider any multiple linear regression. Knowing that you can reject H0 for a specific parameter at 1% significance
level, then you should be able to reject the H0 at 2% significance level, but not necessarily at 0.1% significance
based on Quiz 7, B-3
level.
True
False

3% 10. Consider the following multiple linear regression model:
y = β0 + β1 x 1 + β2 x 2 + . . . + βk x k + u
Assume that the 95% confidence interval for β1 is [−0.254, 1.723].
Therefore, βˆ1 is statistically different from 0 at 5% significance level.
True
False
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SECTION C - SHORT ANSWER
Consider a data set containing a random sample with salary information and career statistics for 269 players in
the National Basketball Association (NBA). The dataset consists of the following variables (variable’s name and
description):
wage
exper
age
coll
games
minutes
guard
forward
center
points
rebounds
assists
draft
allstar
avgmin

annual salary, thousands $
years as professional player
age in years
years played in college
average games per year
minutes per season
=1 if guard
=1 if forward
=1 if center
points per game
rebounds per game
assists per game
draft number
=1 if ever all star
minutes per game

1. (This question refers to Regression (A)) Consider the following regression (R output) [Notice that the significance level “stars” - *, **, *** - were suppressed in this output]:
REGRESSION (A)

4%

(a) State the null hypothesis that the number of years played in college has no ceteris paribus effect on a NBA’s
player salary (two-sided). State the alternative hypothesis that there is an effect?
[Two lines answer]

4%

(b) Test the hypothesis stated above at the 1% significance level. Find the critical value.
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(c) Do you reject the null hypothesis? Explain the statistical significance of your test at 1% significance level.
[Two lines answer]

2%

(d) Would you include coll in a final model explaining NBA players salary in terms of years played in college?
Why? Explain.
[One line answer]

4%

(e) Find the 99% confidence interval for βexper .

[One line answer]

4%

(f) Is the variable exper statistically significant at 1% significance level?

[One line answer]

2. (This question refers to Regression (B)) Consider the following (additional) regression:
REGRESSION (B)

2%

(a) Which variables are statistically significant at 1% significance level. List their names.
[Hint: No computation required.]

[One line answer]

4%

(b) Using the data from both regressions, state the null and alternative hypothesis that points and games are
jointly statistically significant. Write down the unrestricted and the restricted model.
[Four lines answer]

4%

(c) Test the hypothesis stated above at the 1% significance level. Find the critical value. Test the same hypothesis
again at the 5% significance level. Find the critical value.
[Four lines answer]

4%

(d) Do you reject the null hypothesis? Explain the statistical significance of your test at 1% and 5% significance
levels. [Hint: Don’t forget to use a specific word when explaining the statistical significance.]
[Four lines
answer]
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3. (This question refers to Regression (C)). Answer the questions below knowing that in this data set we classify
a basketball player in one of the following three categories: guard, forward and center.
REGRESSION (C)

4%

(a) State the null and alternative hypothesis of the F statistic for overall significance of a regression. Do you
reject the null hypothesis? Explain the statistical significance of your test at 1% significance level.
[Three
lines answer]

3%

(b) What is the estimated average difference in salary between being a forward or not, for players with the same
exper and age?
[Hint: Use the correct measure unit]
[One line answer]

2%

(c) All other factors being equal, is there any statistical evidence that being a forward player impacts the annual
salary of a NBA player? Consider three different significance levels: 1%, 5% and 10% (significance level) in
your answer.
[Three lines answer]

5%

4. [Gauss-Markov Theorem] Under which assumptions does the Gauss-Markov Theorem holds? State and briefly
explain each one of them.
[One line answer per assumption]
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Standard Normal Distribution
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Critical Values of the t-distribution

Source: Wooldridge, Jeffrey M. Introductory Econometrics, 2015.
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1% Critical Values of the F Distribution

Source: Wooldridge, Jeffrey M. Introductory Econometrics, 2015.
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5% Critical Values of the F Distribution

Source: Wooldridge, Jeffrey M. Introductory Econometrics, 2015.
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